The easiest way for SMEs to digitize operations without code

Executive Summary
Strong team

Working product

Market validation

Team of 3 supported by Start-it @ KBC,

Running Web solution with Mobile app

+ 20 clients representing a total

Microsoft’s Innovation Center, Icab’s

on IOS and Android

annual recurring revenue of € 22K

Acceleration Amplitude and dups

with 100% upfront payments from
clients

€ 4,2M revenue in 2025

0,2% of market by 2025

Raising € 750K

With average annual contracts around

Business development to reach 7.030

Total financial need of € 750k to cover

€ 1.500 ARR + € 385 one shot

users, equivalent to 2.343 and 117.000

21 months until a positive cashflow in

contributors by 2025, representing

October 2023

0,2% of European SME market

A few words about Plugnotes

A no-code solution to digitize SMEs’ operational flows quickly and flexibly
80% of European SMEs in Logistics, Production or Retail (1.2M) are still counting on inefficient workflows
including paperwork and transcription work. SMEs explain this status quo because of the lack of technical
skills internally and poor flexibility of their current ERP solutions.
Today, SMEs can count on Plugnotes, a mobile and web solution that allows anyone to digitize processes and
create forms in self-service mode, following the no-code trend. Our clients are looking to optimize the
operational processes within their teams and with third parties quickly and flexibly (ROI after 1 month).
After a development phase in 2020 and an intensive go-to-market phase started in January 2021, the focus of
the startup is now to benefit from a food market-traction to close a fund raising, extend the team with the right
skills and grow the business continuously.

The Plugnotes’ team
A complementary team and privately owned project
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Agylitic
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Our clients
love how we
make the
difference
Mobile & web SaaS solution

Plug-and-play configuration of
digital forms

Online and offline exploitation of

Accessible internally and

forms and reports

externally, for non-users

Cover all types of needs

Reports, Integrations, exports to
Excel / PDF…

A final word about
Plugnotes
We’re ready to grow, with you ?

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

Prototype developed on

Launch of Beta version

Go-to-market phase with

Positive cashflow

private funds for usage

on pilot projects with The

onboarding of 20

Fund raising of € 750K

within founder’s own

Barn, Brussels Refugees,

enterprises and growing

company

Elle Belgium

MRR to € 3K + 100% clients
paying upfront

Pre-money value of
€ 2.5M

Co-investment for 23%

reached by October
2023

Contact us
plugnotes.com

We'd love to talk further

Phone Number

+32 496 48 76 49

Email Address

camille@plugnotes.com

Website

www.plugnotes.com

Communicates delivery
anomalies to suppliers
Despite their efforts, Facq realized that its depot
teams were still facing some inefficient information
flows. About communication with their suppliers
when monitoring delivery complaints: anomalies,
missing products, delivery errors and delays.
Everything was managed by paper form, scan,
email and telephone. Reports were complicated to
follow, errors multiple and analysis impossible to
extract.

Implementation in
less than 10 hours
In less than 10 hours, Plugnotes
enabled Facq to automate this
process by configuring digital forms.
They can now transmit information
instantly to the supplier (non-user),
collect their responses in a
structured way and extract analysis
reports.

Facq's internal teams and their
external partners collaborate easily
and efficiently. Facq was thus able to
fill the shortcomings of their ERP with
less effort and budget. Finally, all the
teams were able to help set up
Plugnotes and customize the
solution to their specific needs.

